Digital Systems have a prominent role in everyday life that we refer to the present technological period as the digital age. Digital Systems implement digital circuits which are mostly combination of digital gates. These gates can be represented in an understandable form called Boolean expressions. These expressions formed vary for each circuit. Hence for building an efficient circuit the Boolean expression should be minimized. To achieve this, we use, Karnaugh map (K-map) and Quine-McCluskey (QM) methods which are well known methods to simplify Boolean expression. The K-map until now is introduced to solve up to 6 variable and QM which can solve 'n' variables, yet it involve a serious of steps and does not provide a visual way to minimising the expression. The following paper implements the idea of K-map to reduce the expression except that it could solve 'n' variables as QM method. The method Divide and Conquer Karnaugh map (DC-K-map) implements 4 variable K-map in a redundant way to reduce the expression for variables greater than 7.
INTRODUCTION
In 1854, George Boole introduced a systematic treatment of logic and developed for this purpose an algebraic system now called as Boolean Algebra [11] . In 1938 C.E. Shannon introduced a two valued Boolean algebra called switching algebra. Boolean algebra is a system of mathematical logic. [1] [2] It differs from both ordinary algebra and binary number system. The symbol which represents an arbitrary elements of a Boolean algebra is known as variable. Any single variable can either hold a 0 or a 1 at corresponding time. These variables are the base of Boolean algebra. To implement them we use digital gates. Hence it is must to reduce a Boolean expression to the least. The more we reduce an expression the less the size, cost and speeder the process will be done.
To reduce we have many methods proposed by many greats. At first Huntington in 1904 used a set of laws called Boolean law to reduce the expression. But a problem occurred for variables greater than 4 and it's not suitable for computer implementation. After many desperate approaches an American physicist named, Maurice Karnaugh in 1953, used the refined approach of Edward Veitch's Veitchdiagram (1952) . [4] He presented a paper "The map method for synthesis of combinational logic circuits" which stated about K-map, which is pictorial form truth table and also a pictorial way to reduce the expression. [8] It's an array of cells or square which holds a binary value either 1 or 0 corresponding to the input variable. But sadly he proposed this method to solve for up to 6 variables. Later in 1956, W.V. Quine [10] found an innovative approach of minimizing the Boolean functions. It's similar to K-map but it's in tabular format. Hence it's sometimes referred to as tabulation method. This method was best suited for computer algorithms yet it has limited range of use as it solves the problem in NP-Hard way. [5] This paper uses K-map method, with slight modification to solve greater than 7 variables.
SYMBOLIZING THE BOOLEAN FUNCTION
To represent the Boolean functions we use four golden representations.
TRUTH TABLE
The common way of representing the Boolean function. This represents the entire possible combinations of input variable in a tabular format. 
SUM OF PRODUCTS (SOP)
This is the more common form of Boolean expressions. The expressions are implemented as AND gates (products) feeding a single OR gate (sum). These are otherwise called as minterms. Example: A SOP of two variable A + A'B' + AB
PRODUCT OF SUM (POS)
This is less commonly used form of Boolean expressions. The expressions are implemented as OR gates (sums) feeding into a single AND gate (product). These are otherwise called as maxterms.
Example: A POS of two variable
A(A' + B')(A + B)
CANONICAL FORM (CF)
The Boolean expression are said to be in canonical or standard form if each term contain all available input variable. Example: A CF of two variable AB + A'B' + AB' (SOP) (A + B)(A' + B')(A + B') (POS)
MINIMIZING THE BOOLEAN FUNCTION
To minimise the Boolean function we have the following methods.
BOOLEAN LAWS
This fundamental and most basic way to solve a Boolean expression. This uses set of laws to perform such simplification of expression [12] . This was found by Huntington in 1904. Laws used: Commutative law, Associative law, Distributive law, Duality, Identity law, Idempotent law, Involution law, Complementary law, Absorption law, DeMorgan law and Consensus theorem. [9] Example: Given an expression ABC + ABC' + A Then it can be reduced as, ABC + ABC' + A = AB(C + C') + A = AB + A (Complementary law) = A(B + 1) = A (Identity law) The disadvantage of this method is that this method requires knowledge of all the laws. Also it can never be implemented using computer. It has a major drawback that it's more difficult to solve when the variables is greater than 4.
K-MAP
Karnaugh maps to simplification of Boolean logic functions have an abundant applications in designing of digital systems and logic circuits. Among all existent methods for minimizing algebraic functions like tabulation method, using the Karnaugh maps has been mentioned as the dominant tool in digital design. It was developed by Maurice Karnaugh in 1953. [3] K-map is an array of cells or square which represent a binary value either 0 or 1 correspondingly.
Map Set-up
The number of cell in K-map is equal to 2 n , where n is the number of input variables. [8] The map is drawn to show the relation between squares and input variables. Variables are assigned to row and column. Binary marking are placed in each row and column using reflected code sequence.
[6] Each cell in the map represent a combination of input variable in a given truth table. The disadvantage of this method can go up to 6 variable only. Hence K-maps are hard to imply for variable greater than 7. And also the rule for mapping 5 and 6 variables require keen concentration to map simultaneously blocks concurrently.
DIVIDE AND CONQUER K-MAP (DC-K-MAP)
The disadvantage of formal K-map is that it can solve up to 6 variable only. This disadvantage can be recovered by using DC-K-Map. This is similar to formal K-map but it can be used to solve up to n-variable. It requires only the knowledge of mapping a 4 variable K-map. As it uses mapping technique up to 4 variable it's easy to map the map the cells efficiently.
GENERALIZATION
Map Set-up The map setup is similar procedure used in K-map which follows the GrayScale method. The idea can be extended to 8 variable by following same procedure. A sample of 8 variable map is shown below. 
ADJACENCY RULE
Each cell in K-map are positioned adjacent and arranged in such a way that only a single variable changes between adjacent cells. [7] Cell that differ by a single value is said to be adjacent and can group those only. 
Fig .10 . Collection of 4 variable K-map to form 7 variable 
Fig.11. DC-K-map

A'C'D'G + A'B'C'DE'F' + A'B'C'DE'G' + A'B'CD'E'FG' + B'CD'EF' +A'B'CEG + A'B'CDE'F'G' + A'BCG + A'BC'DE'G' + AB'C'D'E'G' + AB'F'G + AB'C'DEG + ACE'F + ABCEF'G' + ABCD'EG' + ABCDFG + BC'D'G + ABC'D'EF + ABC'E'F'G + ABC'DEF'G' + ABC'DE'FG'
COMPARISON OF DC-K-MAP AND QM-METHOD
Step 2: Sorting the minterms according to number of one's in the binary representation of minterms.
(Sorting is again an exhaustive process, in QM method and hence can increase the time complexity of the algorithm. Note that there is no sorting process in the DC-K-Map method, so the time complexity will drastically decrease when compared to QM method).
Step 3:
Compare each binary number with every term in the adjacent next higher category and if they differ by only one position put a check mark and copy the term in the next column with '-' in the position that they differed.
(Again in this step, we sacrifice time complexity greatly for comparison operation. And it would result in exhaustive comparison if there are no term with specified difference in position)
Step 4:
Apply the same process described in Step 3 for the resultant column and continue these cycles until a step that yields no further elimination. Hence the solution generated by QM is
Minterms
A'C'D'E'F'G + A'B'CD'EF' + ABC'D'E'F' + AB'CD'E'G + AB'CD'E'F + ABC'D'E'G + A'BCDEG + ABCDEF' + ABCDEFG + A'B'C'D'G +AB'C'DG Solving through DC-K-Map method
Now solving the same seven variable function using DC-Kmap method.
Step 1:
Constructing eight 4 variable map and plotting 1's on respective cells. Then by using the proposed procedure map the cells individually.
Step 2:
Constructing DC-K-Map and write the respective expression of each 4 variable K-map on respective cell. Solve the DC-K-map according to proposed procedure.
Step 3 A' 
FACTORS TO BE NOTED
NUMBER OF MINTERMS
The number of minterms in expression plays a vital role in designing the circuit. Hence the lesser the number of minterms the cheaper and faster the circuit responses.
In our considered example the number of minterms in QM method = 11 DC-K-Map = 10 Hence from which we can conclude that the number of minterms in QM method and DC-K-Map will be utmost the same and in some cases DC-K-Map would provide fewer minterms than QM method.
EXECUTION EFFICIENCY
Each and every method proposed has to simple such that it can reduce the complexity.
In QM Method, for any number of variables it requires at least of 4 passes to minimize the function.
Whereas in DC-K-Map, for all number of variables the number of passes required is comparatively less than number of passes required in QM method as it's linear.
SPACE REQUIREMENT
Each method written must be written to an algorithm and to implement them it should have appropriate data structure. The size of data structure also plays a vital role as it's more precious to conserve the space.
In QM Method, for n variable the size requirement would be 3 n /n (number of prime implicants generated), which is huge value and it grows exponentially.
But in DC-K-Map, for n variable the size requirement would be 2 n , which is comparatively lesser than QM Method.
TIME EFFICIENCY
Any algorithm should have a least amount of execution time, as it's an important factor an algorithm must be designed in such a way that it should be less.
In QM Method, the total number of comparisons would be The total number of comparisons for 4 variable K-map is 64 (2 6 ). The DC-K-Map uses 4 variable K-Map repeatedly for higher value of n.
Then for 7 variable number of comparison is 2 6 * 8, for 8 variable number of comparisons would be 2 6 * 16 and we can predict so on.
Then in general we can write as 2 6 * 2 n-4 = 2 n+2 (where n is greater than equal to 7). Now for additional DC-K-Map it would require 2 n-4 comparisons.
Hence in total we can conclude that it would require 2 n+2 +2 n-4
comparisons, which could be further reduced as 65*(2 n-4 ) comparisons. Hence we can achieve greater efficiency in DC-K-Map rather than going for QM Method.
Number
ADVANTAGE
The most important advantage is that it has lesser space and time efficiency than QM method. Even though this method add extra table computation which is not necessary in formal K-Map, yet it provides a detail view of expression which can be combined together as one. Another advantage is that it reuses the formal 4 variant K-map and there is need for creation of algorithm for the DC-K-Map only.
DISADVANTAGE
The disadvantage of this method is that it require additional map to compute the final expression.
CONCLUSION
The new method DC-K-map proposed in this paper can implemented to achieve greater efficiency in digital circuit and also can provide a visual way of reducing expression like K-map except that it's possible for greater than n-variable. The problem of redundancy (in some cases) and simultaneous mapping found in K-map for 5 and 6 variable can also be recovered through DC-K-Map method.
